
Mommy Pehpot

ABOUT THE BLOGGER

A blogger for more than a decade, 
Mommy Pehpot, is a mom of 5 adorable 
kids. She' s a very hands on mom who 

wants nothing but to instill goodness and 
family values to her kids. Her family, 

specially her java geek husband, is her 
top priority. 

 
Aside from blogging, Mommy Pehpot 
manages an online support group for 

moms. 
 



STATISTICS

AUDIENCE

80% 
female

decision-
makers

purchasers

college
level

Pinay 
homemakers

BRANDS

90,000 MONTHLY VIEWS 

150,000   FOLLOWERS

13,000   FOLLOWERS



services offered
+ influencer

+ sponsored blog post

+ social media post

+ social media story 

+ social media share

+ product reviews 

+ event coverage 

+ giveaways

+ press release

+ vlog inclusion



contact details

website 
mobile

email

www.pehpot.com

09171420201

mommypehpot@gmail.com

follow us
/mommypehpot

@mommypehpot

@mommypehpot

/mommypehpot



Best Family & Relationship Blog 

Best Family & Living Blog

awards

Testimonials
We decided to engage Mommy Pehpot for our campaign because we saw that her 

quality content is very much relevant to our target market. More than just writing 

about the products/events, she really make sure that her stories are linked to her 

family's/personal experiences, which makes it more engaging. She's also easy and 

fun to work with.

Monica Guerra

PR Senior Account Manager (CaPRI)

I make sure to visit Mommy Pehpot's blog for her latest product reviews because I 

trust her judgment completely and see her as an expert homemaker. I know that if 

she says something's worth buying, then it is. I love that her blog is geared towards 

Pinay mommies like me, and I learn something new each time I visit.

Karina Mendez, 

Pinay mom and Mommy Pehpot fan

Pehpot isn't just a great blogger; she is a great person overall. She is always willing 

to help her fellow bloggers like me out, even if she may be leagues beyond us in 

terms of followers and blog hits! Blogging-wise, she really knows her way around 

the blogging world, and has integrity as a blogger and influencer.

Tina S. Rodriguez,

Blogger (www.trulyrichandblessed.com)


